TEST DATA OF
PRODUCTION
QUALITY
with compliance

Produce masked data for
safe secondary usage
The volumes of data managed by organizations grow at a
rapid pace. Data used for software development, testing,
training, and other secondary purposes grows even
faster. Companies are experiencing difficulties controlling
and protecting data, particularly in secondary contexts
where effective security measures are difficult to
implement. Data masking is the established best practice
when complying with data protection policies. It also
serves as an additional layer of defense in the event of a
security breach.
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Be consistent and systematic using
core functionalities from BizDataX
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SENSITIVE DATA DISCOVERY
BizDataX uses multiple discovery rules to locate all
sensitive data and assist in creating requirements for
data masking operations.

DATA SUBSETTING
Create realistic test databases that are small enough to
facilitate quick test runs but large enough to accurately
reflect the wide range of data in production.

DATA MASKING OR PSEUDONYMIZATION
Based on the requirements, located sensitive data is
masked or pseudonymized end-to-end.

FORMAT PRESERVING MASKING
BizDataX generates replacement values that are
identical to the original values in structure and format.
A masked credit card number, for example, is made up
of the correct number of digits and includes a proper
control digit.

DATABASE AND FILE MASKING
The masking process targets a variety of databases as
well as files, such as positional or CSV files containing
transactional data or semi-structured JSON and XML.
SYNTHETIC DATA GENERATION
When a new product feature needs to be tested and
production data is unavailable, BizDataX closes the gap
with synthetic data that closely mimics actual data.

REFERENTIAL INTEGRITY
Data is masked consistently across systems to ensure
data integrity. This applies even if you maintain a
decades-old legacy database, when data is duplicated
in two databases, or it is shared in a database and
associated files.

Stop creating raw copies of production data and
stay out of trouble with compliance
GDPR
Personal data, such as names,
addresses, e-mail addresses, or
any other data that can be used
to identify an individual, is
protected under the EU's
General Data Protection
Regulation.

PCI DSS
The Payment Card Industry Data
Security Standard is quite
rigorous when it comes to using
cardholder data that could lead
to credit card fraud, such as the
cardholder's credit card number,
name, and address.

HIPAA
The Health Insurance Portability
and Accountability Act prohibits
the disclosure of sensitive
patient information, including
medical history, without the
patient's agreement or
knowledge.

Operate a range of
data technologies with
superb performance
BizDataX can read and write data from just about any
relational database. Oracle, DB2, MS SQL, PostgreSQL,
MySQL, Sybase, and Informix all have perfectly fitted
connectors available. CSV, positional, JSON, and XML
files, as well as document databases like MongoDB,
are also supported.
Using techniques for parallel processing and bulk
insert technologies, large amounts of data are
handled in a reasonable amount of time (billions of
records per hour).

Mask multiple
tables
simultaneously

Mask table
partitions using
multiple parallel
processes

Read/write small
number of
relevant
columns (e.g., 4
out of 250)

Use Bulk insert
technology

Monitor
execution in
details to
discover
performance
bottlenecks

Generate test data for real-world IT systems using a
powerful and versatile tool
Web GUI

Analyze and
categorize data
• Set up masking and
rules to generate
data
• Extract subsets
• Access test data
•

Generators

• Use lists of names,
places, companies
etc.
• Generate credit
card numbers and
IBANs
• Use Excel-like
formulas

Data integrity

• Generate logical
values across
tables, databases,
and systems
• Have data that is
accurate over time
or even across
organizational
boundaries

Extendable

• Make your own
algorithms for
situations that
aren't covered
• Add connectors to
access data via APIs
rather than straight
from the database,
for example.

Automated

• Use command line
or API to trigger
actions
• Resume data
processing that has
been interrupted in
the event of an
error

BizDataX is trusted by
financial institutions

Contact us
Ekobit d.o.o.
Koturaška 69, HR-10000
Zagreb, Croatia

BizDataX is a flagship product of Ekobit. We are a software
development agency built by engineers around the culture of technical
excellence, self improvement and knowledge sharing. Our mission is to
deliver enterprise-class products and services to our clients and
partners because we genuinely believe that software is the driving
force behind today's businesses.

+385 1 6312620
info@ekobit.com
www.bizdatax.com
www.ekobit.com

